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Your Perfectly Organized Life

“Apple” your way to 
creativity and success!
“Think different.” It’s the famous credo that made Apple great. And learning 
just how the company synonymous with creativity ignites inspiration will 
help you do everything from boost your brainpower to slash stress!   

The college course a young Steve Jobs found most inspir-
ing? Calligraphy! Jobs credited his study of the elegant 
handwriting with making him want to create not just func-
tional computers and phones, but the beautiful ones that set 
Apple miles apart from its competitors, notes Carmine Gallo, 
author of The Apple Experience. And that’s no surprise: 
Studying anything that requires paying attention to 
details triggers brain patterns that hone � ne 
motor skills and improve concentration! 

● Make it 
work for you by . . .
Slowing your script! 
No need to take a 
calligraphy class to 
get a brain boost: 
Simply practice writing 
in cursive! Having to 
seamlessly link one letter to the next 
boosts creative thinking. Unlike print 
(in which our letters look like they’ve 
come off an alphabet assembly line), 
the lovely loops and curves of cursive 
trigger a � ow of new ideas and require 
you to slow down as you write—just 
enough to lower stress! 

                    Attracting success 
with a “jelly bean” rainbow!
Surprise: A trip to a jelly bean factory is what inspired Apple’s 
revolutionary candy-colored iMacs! And breaking from the black-
and-white norm of the computer world in favor of bright, eye-catching 
hues is what grabbed the attention of consumers and sparked the 
once almost-bankrupt company’s ascent to the top! 

The soaring panes of glass that set Apple 
storefronts apart promote positive thinking 
and encourage innovative ideas in employ-
ees! Higher ceilings and huge expanses of 
glass make people feel open-minded—in 
other words, they become more willing to 
share ideas and work collaboratively. 

● Make it work for you by . . . Trying color therapy! 
What’s the � rst color the iMac came in? Blue. That’s no coincidence: 
Just looking at the cool hue is proven to make people more open-
minded and creative because it conjures images of the in� nite sky. 
What else works? Looking at green—it’s so closely associated with 
natural growth, it’s proven to inspire people to think of new ideas!  

Inspiring innovation 
with windows! 

Apple secret  3  

Making decisions 
with tiny teams! 
“Apple values small groups of engi-
neers working together,” says Adam 
Lashinsky, author of Inside Apple. 
Why? Intimate groups encourage folks 
to share creative ideas. Proof small 
is better? Just two Apple engineers 
working together developed some of 
the most innovative aspects of the iPad!  

● Make it work for you by . . . Taking a walk! 
You don’t need to work in an Apple store to get the bene� ts of “glass 
ceilings”—just head outdoors! Being outside for even the briefest bit of 
time boosts productivity, plus researchers report it makes you feel glad, 
pleased, optimistic, relaxed and comfortable—all at the same time! 
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—Kristina Mastrocola
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● Make it work for you by . . . Shrinking your think tank! 
According to new research, for every number after two, 

groups start making increasingly risky decisions because 
the bigger the team, the more overcon� dent folks 

become—and the less likely they are to look at all sides 
of a problem. So whether you’re on the job or taking 

your girlfriends with you to pick out your wedding dress, 
keep your “team” small to get the most useful opinions! 
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